
Wildcats make history with a Quarterfinal sweep of Falcons: 
 

Paloma Valley: 25-25-25=3 (25-6 Overall) #3 Seed 
Aquinas: 20-23-16=0 (22-6 Overall) #4 Seed 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
When one thinks of the historical marks a high school volleyball team can make in postseason 
play your mind immediately goes to furthest postseason appearance and CIF-SS titles. On 
Wednesday morning 10 seniors and 8 underclassmen for the Paloma Valley High School girls 
volleyball team woke up with an opportunity to make school history with their program's first 
semifinal appearance. In a little more than an hour they made that dream a reality as the 
Wildcats used a strong offense and ten service aces to prevail three sets to none by scores of 
25-20, 25-23, and 25-16. Paloma Valley visits unseeded Viewpoint (Calabasas) on Saturday 
evening. The Patriots also swept #7 Vistamar in straight sets.  
 
Aquinas had an early set one lead of 4-1 off aces by Eliana “Tia” Chavira and Sara Duran. 
Three straight Falcons errors (Attack Error, Ball Handling Error, and Out of Rotation) gave the 
Wildcats their first lead at 14-12. A kill and ace from Gabby Hollins made the Paloma Valley lead 
18-16 and after the Falcons got whistled for a ball handling error at 19-16 Falcons coach 
Victoria Cachapero took her first timeout. Out of that timeout Chavira recorded consecutive kills 
to close the deficit to 19-18 before a missed serve put the Wildcats in the red zone ahead 20-18. 
Channa Hart closed the opening set with kills on three of her team's final five points to give 
Paloma Valley a 1-0 lead in sets.  
 
Paloma Valley rode the late surge to finish set one and took an early 3-1 lead off kills from 
Madison Anderson and Hart in set two. Two aces from Chavira sandwiched around a Hollins 
attack error put Aquinas back in front 5-3. Back to back kills from Hart tied it back up at 5. 
Ahead 11-10 back to back aces from Hollins gave the Wildcats a 13-10 lead. Then another 
Chavira kill plus an ace from Abigail Aguilera-Ayala brought Aquinas to within one at 13-12. 
Sara Duran's back to back aces put Aquinas up 19-17 after ties at fourteen, fifteen, sixteen, and 
seventeen. Jessica Amori's kill made it 21-17 before the Wildcats clawed back. A kill from Hart 
plus a pair of aces from Chloe Price tied the set at twenty one. Aquinas final lead was at 23-22 
after a Wildcat net violation. From there another Hollins kill tied it at 23 and consecutive Falcons 
attack errors from Chavira & Alyssa Gurrola put Paloma Valley up 2-0 in sets and on history's 
doorstep.  
 
As we learned from Vistamar @ Woodcrest Christian on Saturday sometimes a team uses that 
strong finish to set two and gets off to a hot start in the third. It happened in this quarterfinal also 
as Paloma Valley went on a 6-1 run after taking the lead at 2-1 on another out of rotation called 
against Aquinas to lead 8-2. Hollins had two kills, Karwin one, and Hart one along with an ace 
from Gwendolyn Paulsen to aid the run which had a Falcon kill from Maia Cicero sprinkled in 



there. Paloma Valley’s lead reached 13-5 off consecutive kills from Hollins plus an ace from 
Olivia Karwin. A solo block from Hart gave the Wildcats a 19-9 lead before Aquinas went on a 
6-0 run punctuated on an ace from Janel Pido & kill from Aguilera-Ayala to close to a 19-15 
deficit. Two kills from Maclin plus one from Hollins and an ace from Price put the Wildcats on 
semifinal point at 24-15 before a Alyssa Gurrola solo block stemmed the tide for at least a 
moment. On match point number two a Falcons missed serve propelled the Wildcats into 
Saturday's Final Four.  
 
Wildcat outside hitter Madison Anderson summed up the historical significance of what just 
occurred for their senior class by saying “It means a lot because we've played here for four 
years already and we've never made it this far so it's kind of cool our class got to do that and set 
the benchmark.”  
 
Anderson went on and remarked about their close to set two “We had to stay focused the whole 
time so that we finished at a good pace and not giving up or saying we've got this.”  
 
I asked Paloma Valley coach Stephen Kaas about his team's stretch run to win set two and he 
remarked “The girls are used to competitive practices and it doesn't matter who's winning or 
losing they trust each other and will fight for every point. Tonight we got great energy from the 
players on court and sitting next to me. Everyone did their best to help us win.”  
 
When I asked Kaas about their performance on the service line (10 aces to 7 errors) he 
remarked “Service pressure and digging a ball do a lot of the same things to a team. We had a 
couple of timely digs which we were able to quickly transition to points and that effort definitely 
helped us.”  
 
Aquinas coach Victoria Cachapero when asked to reflect upon the contributions of her senior 
class said “It's been an amazing run with this team these last couple of years. It is a very tough 
loss because we don't want this to end. That other team (Paloma Valley) Is really dynamic and 
they did a great job of moving that ball around. They made us work for sure.”  
 
Paloma Valley Noteables:  
Gabby Hollins 12 kills (.375% hitting percentage), 4 aces, 6 digs 
Channa Hart 11 kills (.769% hitting percentage) and a solo block  
Olivia Karwin 33 assists, led the offense to a team .405% hitting percentage on Wednesday.  
 
This is the first semi final appearance in Wildcat volleyball history.  
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Check out his gallery here  



https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/mobile/folders/1o2XJhlwQOe6zHYrZd2CfyYc4w0q3OHKy?us
p=drive_open  
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